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Imagine you woke up to the apocalypse in the survival shooter Last Day on Earth. Feel the horror and adrenaline rush from the process of real surviving in a harsh environment! Meet the world where zombie hordes' instinct to murder you is as strong as thirst or hunger. Descend into the atmosphere of survival right now
or start Last Day on Earth once you're done with reading this description, in which I'm going to tell you about some key features.■ Create your character and look around: near your shelter, there are a lot of locations with different danger levels. From the resources collected here you can craft everything necessary for
survival: from a house and clothes to weapons and an all-terrain vehicle.■ As your level grows, hundreds of useful recipes and blueprints will become available to you. First off, build and enhance the walls of your house, learn new skills, modify weapons, and discover all the joys of the gaming process.■ Pets are an islet
of love and friendship in the world of the zombie apocalypse. Joyful huskies and smart shepherd dogs will be happy to accompany you in raids, and while you're about it, help you carry out loot from hard-to-reach places.■ Assemble a fast Chopper, an ATV, or a motorboat and get access to remote locations on the map.
You don't get the rarest resources for complex blueprints and unique quests for nothing. If there's a mechanic sleeping inside of you, it's just the time to wake him up!■ If you like cooperative play, visit the city in the Crater. There you'll meet loyal companions and find out what you're worth in PvP. Join a clan, play with
other players, feel the unity of a real pack! ■ Survivor (if you have read this far, I can call you that), an arsenal of cold weapons and firearms that would make even a seasoned hardcore player envy is at your service. Here are bats, miniguns, M16, good-old AK-47, Mortar, C4, and too much more to list, better see it for
yourself.■ Forests, Police Station, Spooky Farm, Port, and Bunkers packed with zombies, raiders, and other random characters. Always be ready to use force or flee. Anything goes, when it comes to survival!Now you are a survivor. No matter who you are, where you come from, and what you used to be before.
Welcome to the cruel new world... Jun 2, 2021 Version 1.18.1 — Become a real detective. The season of investigations is on!— A new sheriff in the Wastelands - Russell has come to bring order.— The “Last Stop” bar will become the main place of battling lawlessness: solve crimes, complete quests, and earn rewards.
— Prepare for a party! The celebration of the 4th anniversary of the game will take place at the bar.— Customization of a survivor’s outfit is added to the game.— Collector’s crate with bikes and backpacks from the previous seasons. So I have been playing this game on and off for a few years now and the reason I keep
leaving is because I can’t get the items I need to finish things for make guns or gear to do alpha bunker the farm I haven’t even been able to build the bridge and generators some parts are just to hard to come by I also think that maybe you could add a delete button to some things we build that you have as a more
permanent things for example ATV had I known it was going to be so hard to put together I would of not put those engine parts into it I could of had two generators completed maybe not give us all the parts back but some of them maybe a percentage of each if you decide to do that, also getting guns and making them I
had put money into this game but several times I was not gifted what I had paid for and very upsetting just to get guns to do some of the tasks, I know it’s possible to play for free but I got so frustrated that I needed it but now I’m stuck again and the money I did spend I didn’t even get anything worth my money from
these areas. This last time I got into playing again I brought some of my friends to play it together however they quite after like a week and the other one couldn’t even figure out that she needed to craft a hatchet and a pickaxe and said it was to hard because of no instructions and didn’t have time for videos because you
shouldn’t have to go somewhere else to learn a game Hello! Thank you for such a detailed review. We'll definitely share your gaming experience with the developers, this will help us in working on further content. All resources can be found at locations, of course, some items are quite rare, but whoever is looking will
always find We've increased the number of locations where you can find chopper parts, so don't worry, we're sure that you'll soon conquer the post-apocalyptic spaces with a fashionable bike! The main feature of survival is that everything has to learn on its own, there are no instructions, there is nowhere to wait for
help from. But experienced players are always happy to share tricks and tips on YouTube and in our communities. There are many interesting things ahead, we hope to see you at LDoE. Good luck! Right now I’m a level 88 through the months I’ve gathered some experience. I love the gameplay and challenge of the
game. I’ve killed about 30 big ones and I’ve died from them about 100 :) . The game is alright not including the new features like player contact that was introduced a while ago. I’ve had difficulties finding chopper parts though...you would think they’d be more common then atv parts yet my atv is complete other than the
transmission and I’m still missing two chopper wheels. I grind the bunker I grind red, orange, and green zones for survivors that hopefully have wheels on then yet I honestly can’t get a darn wheel to save my life. I’d like to see more events and more frequent events in the future! Also more seasonal updates would be
amazing I’d love to face more bosses and do more events like snowmobiles such as four wheeler racing. I have a ton of event ideas like crashed military helicopter, occasionally events that all players can meet at and offer trades, and places to get better gear such as dog stores/hostpitals/military camps
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